CORPORATE WALL OF FAME 2019

Mahindra
NATIONAL WINNER - War Room
NATIONAL WINNER - The Deal
NATIONAL FINALIST - CFA Institute
ASIA PACIFIC FINALISTS - CFA Research
NATIONAL SEMI-FINALIST - KPMG Ideaion Challenge

TATA
NATIONAL FINALIST - Stratos
NATIONAL FINALIST - Steel-A-Thon
NATIONAL FINALIST - Out Think
NATIONAL SEMI-FINALIST - TITAN Elevate 6.0

OYO
NATIONAL FINALIST - Accuracy Business Cup
NATIONAL FINALIST - The Catalyst Challenge
NATIONAL II RUNNER - UP - Carpe Diem
NATIONAL II RUNNER - UP - Beat the Curve

ReNew Power
NATIONAL FINALIST - Releade
NATIONAL FINALIST - Avant Garde 5.0
NATIONAL FINALIST - FCB
NATIONAL SEMI-FINALIST - L.I.M.E.

L’Oréal
NATIONAL FINALIST - L’Oréal Brandstorm
NATIONAL FINALIST - Create Challenge
NATIONAL FINALIST - Your university Deal Challenge
NATIONAL SEMI-FINALIST - Woo-Me

RPG
NATIONAL FINALIST - Blizzard
NATIONAL FINALIST - Think Up Challenge
NATIONAL SEMI-FINALIST - BUD Challenge
NATIONAL WINNER - FINVALLEY 3.0z

NOTABLE MENTIONS

Signify
LUMINAIRE
HSBC
IB LEAGUE
OLA
CAMPUS CHALLENGE
OLAY
CAMPUS CHALLENGE
Hero
BAJAJ OFFROAD
UBER
FINACE

INTERROBANG
DARE TO DO MORE
PEPSICO
ENERGY DAY
TECHTONGIC
CASE CHALLENGE

NOVARTIS
Biocamp
HUSTLE
gsk
OSK E+A3
Mahindra Rise
WIRED
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